Technical Release Notes | Type of TRN | Measure Section | Source of Change
--- | --- | --- | ---
Updated eCQM version number. | Header | eCQM Version number | Annual Update
Updated copyright. | Header | Copyright | Annual Update
Updated references to align with American Psychological Association (APA) style. | Header | Reference | Measure Lead
Included QDM Version. | Header | Copyright | Annual Update
Updated references. | Header | Reference | Measure Lead
Updated initial population statement to begin with 'Inpatient Hospitalizations for patients' instead of 'Patient with' to align with measure intent since measure is encounter-based not patient-based. | Header | Initial Population | Measure Lead
Updated denominator exclusion statement to include transfers to other health care facility. | Header | Denominator Exclusions | Measure Lead
Updated denominator exclusion statement to begin with 'Inpatient Hospitalizations for patients' instead of 'Patient with' to align with measure intent since measure is encounter-based not patient-based. | Header | Denominator Exclusions | Measure Lead
Updated numerator statement to begin with 'Inpatient Hospitalizations for patients' instead of 'Patient with' to align with measure intent since measure is encounter-based not patient-based. | Header | Numerator | Measure Lead
Updated the names of Clinical Quality Language (CQL) definitions, functions, and/or aliases for clarification and to align with CQL Style Guide. | Logic | Definitions and Functions | Standards Update
Updated Clinical Quality Language (CQL) expression to conform with the HL7 Standard: Clinical Quality Language Specification, Release 1 STU 3 (CQL 1.3). | Logic | Multiple Sections | Standards Update
Updated definitions and functions in the Measure Authoring Tool (MAT) Global Common Functions Library to align with standards changes, Clinical Quality Language (CQL) Style Guide, and to include two new functions related to calculating hospital stays. | Logic | Multiple Sections | Standards Update
Updated version number of the Measure Authoring Tool (MAT) Global Common Functions Library (MATGlobalCommonFunctions-4.0.000). | Logic | Multiple Sections | Standards Update
LOINC Code for Birth Date (21112-8) now displayed in Human Readable. | Value Set | Terminology | Annual Update
Standardized purpose statement language in value sets across eCQMs. Value set purpose statements are visible in the Value Set Authority Center (VSAC) as well as the downloadable eCQM value set files. | Value Set | Terminology | Measure Lead
Updated Measure Guidance statement regarding Gestational Age to better align with clinical intent of the measure. | Header | Guidance | Measure Lead
Replaced Estimated Gestational Age At the Time of Delivery with Last Gestational Age Prior to Or At the Same Time of Delivery to improve timing of gestational age and alignment with measure intent. | Logic | Denominator | Measure Lead
Value Set Perforation of Uterus (2.16.840.1.113883.3.117.1.7.1.136): Added 1 code (609477008) | Value Set | Terminology | Annual Update
Value Set Myomectomy (2.16.840.1.113883.3.117.1.7.1.136): Added 3 codes (306966000; 450559006; 722022003) | Value Set | Terminology | Annual Update
Value Set Estimated Gestational Age at Delivery (2.16.840.1.113762.1.4.1045.26): Added 4 codes (11884-4; 11885-1; 18185-9; 49051-6) | Value Set | Terminology | Annual Update
Measure is using MAT version 5.7 | Technical | Tooling | MAT Update
Measure is using Bonnie version 3.2.0 | Technical | Tooling | Bonnie Update
Measure is using CQL to ELM translator version 1.3.14 | Technical | Tooling | CQL to ELM Update
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<tr>
<td>Used the names of Clinical Quality Language (CQL) definitions, functions, and/or aliases for clarification and to align with CQL Style Guide.</td>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>Definitions and Functions</td>
<td>Standards Update</td>
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<tr>
<td>Used Clinical Quality Language (CQL) expression to conform with the HL7 Standard: Clinical Quality Language Specification, Release 1 STU 3 (CQL 1.3).</td>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>Multiple Sections</td>
<td>Standards Update</td>
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<tr>
<td>Used definitions and functions in the Measure Authoring Tool (MAT) Global Common Functions Library to align with standards changes, Clinical Quality Language (CQL) Style Guide, and to include two new functions related to calculating hospital stays.</td>
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<td>Standards Update</td>
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<tr>
<td>Used version number of the Measure Authoring Tool (MAT) Global Common Functions Library (MATGlobalCommonFunctions-4.0.000).</td>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>Multiple Sections</td>
<td>Standards Update</td>
</tr>
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<td>Tooling</td>
<td>MAT Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure is using Bonnie version 3.2.0</td>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Tooling</td>
<td>Bonnie Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure is using CQL to ELM translator version 1.3.14</td>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Tooling</td>
<td>CQL to ELM Update</td>
</tr>
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